Dear Students,
Our School is ready to undertake a quiz programme organised by
Curiosity QSHALA for students of grade I to XII. There is no restriction
on the number of participants as it is conducted online. It is a weekly quiz
programme that will be updated on every Thursday. Students can play the
quiz by just clicking the link that will be available on our school website
and selecting their grade. The question will be renewed every Thursday
and students can play any time from Friday to the following Wednesday.
Every participant can get to know his/her score immediately. Top score
performers will be given exciting free family quiz passes and Amazon
coupons.
The link for first round of quiz is given below.
https://bit.ly/QSHALAAPSBLRM

Regards
Quiz Team
APS Bolarum

CURIOSITY QUIZ

FREE WEEKLY CURIOSITY QUIZ FOR STUDENTS
TO IMPROVE THEIR CURIOSITY QUOTIENT

ABOUT US
We are a Bangalore, India based education
company that aims to foster curiosity and
inquisitiveness, through fun and engaging
quizzes! We use contextual media and
storytelling as a means of engaging the
audiences over different platforms.

FASTEST GROWING

7 CONTINENTS

5,000+ quizzes conducted
and it's growing rapidly

Conducted quizzes in
all 7 continents

FAMILY QUIZ

WORLD RECORDS

Largest family quiz with
25,000+ families attended

Holding two Limca world
records for conducting quizzes

CORPORATE QUIZ

SCHOOL QUIZ

Conducted 100+ curated
quizzes for leading corporates

Curiosity quizzes
conducted in 500+ schools

WEEKLY CURIOSITY QUIZ
POWERED BY QSHALA

QShala Curiosity Quiz is an Online
weekly quizzing that engages the
children through interesting quizzes
on a weekly basis to improve the
curiosity quotient and general
awareness. It covers topics from
history, literature, music, art, sport,
science, technology to current
affairs which is age-appropriate and
interest-based thereby connecting
what they study in the classroom to
what is happening in the world.

LET'S
START A
CONSTANT
LEARNING
HABBIT

The quiz will be updated on a
weekly basis with new content
to make the children updated
with what is happening around
them. They are also rewarded at
the end of every usage of the
tool, basis their performance
and there are special prizes just
for regular participants to build
the habit of constant learning.

KEY FEATURES

TOTALLY
FREE

WEEKLY
REFRESH

PARTICIPATE
TO WIN

This is completely
free to use for the
school as well as
the children.

The quiz will be
automatically
updated every
week with new
questions

Prizes are not only
for high scorers but
also for all
participants to build
the culture of
learning.

MONTHLY
REPORT

WEEKLY
JOURNAL

A complete
activity report
sent to the school
every month to
show the progress

A weekly learning
journal with for
students will be sent
to the school that can
be shared with all
students.

